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Synopsis
Het is 2025 en de Oekraïne-Rusland oorlog is ten einde. Ex-soldaat Sergey is mentaal 
beschadigd door het geweld, maar probeert de draad weer op te pakken. Na ontslag 
bij de plaatselijke staalfabriek vindt hij een nieuwe baan; het rondrijden van schoon 
drinkwater naar de weinig overgebleven bewoners van de vervuild geraakte regio.
Hij komt in contact met Black Tulip, een organisatie die de lichamen van omgekomen 
soldaten opspoort om die een waardige begrafenis te geven. Sergey meldt zich aan als 
vrijwilliger. Het werk is afschuwelijk, maar geeft hem een zekere rust en verlossing. 
Als er tussen hem en collega vrijwilliger Katya een klein vonkje overspringt, zien we 
zelfs een sprankje hoop.

In contrast met de thematiek van de film, is Atlantis een lust voor het oog. Vasyanovych 
heeft een ongekend oog voor compositie en kleur en creëert uit de waanzin van de oorlog 
een monumentaal en indringend epos.





interview with
Valentyn Vasyanovych

What was the starting point for the film?
By 2017, the conflict with Russia in the 
Ukrainian territory had lasted for almost 
three years. My colleagues had shot several 
feature films about the conflict, mostly genre 
pieces. I also understood that this war was 
the most relevant topic and I that I had to 
film it. When I started writing the script, I 
realized that I could not distance myself from 
the traditional dramatic structures.  Nor from 
the set of characters with the protagonist 
being a friend and the antagonist being the 
enemy. My film turned out to be a standard 
military drama, no different to the films that 
have already been made. 

At some point, I came across information 
about the catastrophic deterioration of the 

water quality in the occupied territories; 
Predictions indicated that this crisis would 
eventually become an irreversible disaster 
for the entire eastern region. This problem 
was mainly due to the large number of 
waste mines: the water from the shafts 
was not pumped out properly, thus resulting 
in increased mineralization of the ground 
waters. The situation was destined to 
deteriorate every year, and over time the 
territory become an uninhabitable desert. 
Worst of all, this change was irreversible, no 
way to fix it.  

With that in mind, I came up with the idea 
to shift the story to the near future, to 2025, 
portraying the results of the war. I wanted 
to show the end of metallurgical plants, 

the minefields, the unemployed people, the 
environmental catastrophe. Despite this 
dark context, I also wanted a way out for the 
protagonist, a person that has lost everything 
in this war. I wanted to understand what 
kept him going in this dead territory.  

Your main actor is quite amazing, how 
did you find him and work with him? 
The decision to work with people who had 
active military experience was evident.  I 
hoped that they would share their unique 
experiences, which I didn’t have, making the 
film more authentic and understandable.  I 
believe we achieved that! 

When I met the lead actor, Andriy Rymaruk, 
he had returned from the war and worked 

at the Come Back Alive Foundation. He 
often revisited combat zones on foundation 
missions and sometimes helped my co-
producer Vladimir Yatsenko scout locations. 
I saw his face in photos and invited him 
to audition.  Andriy did a really great job 
with the part, as well as did Liudmyla Bilek 
(leading actress) and Vasyl Antoniak.

Is the Black Tulip Mission based on true 
mission? 
Yes, there is indeed a humanitarian mission 
that is committed to detecting and the 
exhumation of dead soldiers on both sides. 
We were in close contact with them and they 
participated in our film. We’ve discussed all 
aspects of the film with this mission to insure 
the film’s credibility.  I am very grateful 





for their help in our production. They were so 
impressed with the models of soldiers’ corpses 
which our artists produced that we donated the 
models to them for educational purposes. 

We’ve alsocast real forensic experts for the 
roles of forensic experts in the film.

The cinematography of your film is very 
original, why did you choose to work in 
this way?  
I started to use the technique of long single-
frame scenes gradually, while I was working 
on documentaries. I have always been 
fascinated by long takes of a heroes’ journey 
and how I can use these shots to tell a 
complete story in a unique structure.  I believe 
this storytelling is best developed through 
just one sequence. I especially appreciate this 
style in documentary filmmaking. 

In features, I have more freedom and can 
simulate reality, as I see it.  Restricting the 

camera movement and editing, on one hand, 
sets limitations, but, on the other hand, it almost 
always offers solutions that yield stronger 
uncut emotion, hypnotizing the audience with 
the actions taking place in the frame. The 
audience becomes an accomplice, completely 
immersed in the situation with the characters 
on the screen

The encounter with Katya is the starting 
point for better hope, is the film also a 
love story? 
Yes, it is. Meeting Katya is the only hope for 
our main character’s survival.  His only hope 
for self-acceptance and the catalyst for fighting 
for his life. Unfortunately, a friend of the main 
character who committed suicide didn’t have 
such luck. 

It is a well-known fact that a high percentage 
of people with a war-related post-traumatic 
syndrome end their lives with suicide. Meeting 

Katya re-structures the life of our hero filling 
it with meaning. Their shared commitment 
to the Black Tulip mission brings them 
together and leads to love, which is - in this 
case - the only way out of their situation. It 
is also a story about the fragile world that 
is often destroyed by men and then revived 
by women.
 
You were editor, DOP & producer on The 
Tribe by Myroslav Slaboshpytskiy, did 
you work with the same artistic crew? 
How does it feel to pass to different 
role? Did you edit and shoot the film by 
yourself as well? 
I have always worked with the same team, 
Vladlen Odudenko as artistic director and 
Serhiy Stepansky as a sound director. They 
are my friends and the best professionals 
in Ukraine.

Combining the director, DOP, and editor’s 
roles, is seamless for me as they perfectly 

coexist within me and complement each 
other. There’s no need to have conversations 
with people trying to explain things to them 
that I often don’t understand myself. I 
maintain an inner dialogue and then I take 
the camera and find the optimal point and 
solution to the scene. It’s so much faster 
to work this way. And during the editing, 
I have an opportunity to see my mistakes, 
analyse them and gain valuable experience 
that will be useful for me in my next films. 





Bio-filmography
Of The Director

Valentyn Vasyanovych is a Ukrainian director, producer and DOP. He was born in 1971 in Zhytomyr, Ukraine and graduated from  
The National University of theatre, cinema and television of Karpenko-Kary as cinematographer (1995) and documentary filmmaker (2000), 

as well as from The Wajda School in Poland (2007). 

In 2004, he gained recognition as a documentary filmmaker - his short documentary ‘AGAINST THE SUN’ received the Jury Prize  
at Clermont-Ferrand IFF, the Grand Prix at Nancy FF, mention of the jury at the Toronto IFF and several other awards. 

His full-length documentary ‘PRYSMERK’ was awarded Special Mention at Docudays FF in Kiev and recieved the Golden Duke as the best 
Ukrainian film at Odesa IFF in 2015. 

In 2012, he made his debut feature ‘BUSINESS AS USUAL’ (Odessa IFF, Special Jury Mention, FICC award). His second feature film 
KREDENS film received the FIPRESCI prize at Odesa IFF and went on to be long-listed for the Academy Awards 2018.

In 2014, Valentyn Vasyanovych worked as a producer and DOP on Myroslav Slaboshpytskiy’s ‘THE TRIBE’, which became the biggest 
international success of Ukrainian film, winning the Grand Prize at Cannes’ Critics week and more than 40 other prizes around the globe. 





Cast
Sergiy - Andriy Rymaruk
Kate - Liudmyla Bileka
Ivan - Vasyl Antoniak   



Crew
Writen and directed by  Valentyn Vasyanovych

Director of Photography - Valentyn Vasyanovych
Production Design - Vladlen Odudenko

Sound Design - Serhiy Stepansky
Editor - Valentyn Vasyanovych

Producers - Iya Myslytska, Valentyn Vasyanovych, Vladimir Yatsenko
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